
Accelerating success.

Area of Expertise

I specialize in the sale of investment 
properties throughout South Carolina 
as well as transactions in land, office 
and retail properties in the greater 
Charleston area.

I simplify complex challenges for my 
clients and all parties involved in a 
transaction. I believe that everyone’s 
time is their most valuable commodity. 
I strive to work harder so clients can 
work smarter. I am open and honest 
with my clients and leave no doubt that 
the job is going to get done.

Having a vision for an investment 
opportunity is crucial. Our investment 
team can identify investment 
opportunities that have the potential 
for lucrative returns that may have 
been overlooked by investors for a 
variety of reasons.

The most rewarding part of my 
job is exceeding expectations and 
experiencing the satisfaction of clients 
who have achieved success.

As a former intelligence professional 
in the special operations community, 
my job has always been to translate 
the country’s brand, business and 
objectives into solutions. I have taken 
the lessons garnered on the battlefield 
and adapted them to the real estate 
market.

Education or Qualifications

B.S. Candidate, Commercial 
Real Estate Finance, College of 
Charleston

Specializations

Brokerage: Landlord 
Representation

Brokerage: Tenant 
Representation

Investment Properties

Land Sales

Capital Markets and Investment 
Sales

Business and educational 
background

After 8 years of service in the military, 
I am currently attending the College 
of Charleston majoring in commercial 
real estate finance. I joined Colliers as 
an intern in 2022 before transitioning 
to a full-time Brokerage Associate. My 
first glimpse into the commercial real 
estate industry ignited a fire that had 
been extinguished since leaving the 
military. I have since dedicated myself 
to becoming the best commercial real 
estate professional I can be.

Community Involvement

I am excited to become more involved 
in the Charleston community as my 
career grows. The Charleston market 
is one of the most unique and diverse 
markets in the Southeast. I have found 
success sustaining an equilibrium 
between the southern laid-back style 
of the Lowcountry and the fast-paced 
life of the big city. Charleston has 
found a way to weather the storm and 
continue to flourish in a time of great 
uncertainty. With constant population 
growth and job absorption comes a 
constant influx of new commercial real 
estate opportunities.  
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